
UNIT 1: ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES

THE PERIODIC TABLE

● Horizontal rows → periods
● Vertical columns → groups

○ Group 1 → alkali metals
○ Group 2 → alkaline earth metals
○ Group 3 ~ 12 → transition metals
○ Group 17 → halogens
○ Group 18 → noble gases

● Mass number - # of neutrons + # of protons
● Isotopes - atoms of an element with different numbers of neutrons

○ Isotopes CANNOT have a different number of protons ; it would then be a different
element

● Mass spectrometry - a technique that can determine the mass of various isotopes
○ Horizontal axis → mass number (amu)
○ Vertical axis → relative abundance (%)

● Average atomic mass - weighted average of all isotopes
○ The molar mass of an element will give you a good idea of the most common isotope of

that element

MOLES

Moles and Molecules
● Avogadro’s number - describes # of atoms that are in a  single mol of any given element
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or1 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 =  6. 022 × 1023 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 =  𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

6.022 ×1023

Moles and Grams

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 =  𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

Moles and Gases
● Ideal gas equation:

or𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 (𝑛) =  𝑃𝑉
𝑅𝑇

○ P - pressure (atm)
○ V - volume (L)
○ T - temperature (K)
○ R - gas constant (0.0821 L atm mol-1 K-1)

● At STP:

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 =  𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
22.4 𝐿/𝑚𝑜𝑙

Molarity
● Molarity (M) - expresses the concentration of a solution in terms of volume; shown by [ ]

𝑀 =  𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

Percent Composition
● Percent composition - the percent by mass of each element that makes up a compound
● Steps:

1. Separate each element and count the number of atoms present
2. Multiply the number of atoms by the molar mass of each element
3. Add up the masses of the individual elements to get the total mass of the compound
4. Divide each individual mass by the total molar mass
5. Multiply each resulting decimal by 100 to find the percent composition

Empirical and Molecular Formulas
● Empirical formula - simplest ratio of element to another in a compound
● Molecular formula - actual formula
● Steps to find empirical formula:
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1. Multiply percent compositions by the total mass of the sample
2. Divide resulting numbers by their respective molar masses to convert to moles
3. Divide each mole value by the lowest of the values to find empirical formula

● Steps to find molecular formula:
1. Determine the molar mass of the empirical formula
2. Divide the total mass of the compound by the empirical molar mass to find the scaling

factor
3. Multiply all subscripts in empirical formula by scaling factor to find molecular formula

Electron Configurations and the Periodic Table
● Electrons have potential energy that increase with their distance from the nucleus
● Energy of electrons is quantized

○ Electrons can exist only at specific energy levels

COULOMB’S LAW

𝐸 =  𝑘 (+𝑞) (−𝑞)
𝑟

○ E - energy
○ k - Coulomb’s constant
○ +q - magnitude of positive charge (nucleus)
○ -q - magnitude of negative charge (electron(
○ r - distance between the charges

● The greater the charge of the nucleus, the more energy an electron will have, because all
electrons have the same amount of charge

○ Coulombic potential energy is consider to be 0 at a distance of infinity
○ The closer an electron is to the nucleus, the more negative its energy will be
○ The amount of energy required to remove an electron (binding energy) is always a

positive value

The Bohr Model
● Each energy level is represent by a row on the periodic

table
● There are currently 7 known energy levels
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● The closer an energy level is to an atom, the less energy electrons on that level have.
○ When atoms absorb energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation, electrons jump to

high energy levels.
○ When electrons drop from higher to lower energy levels, atoms give off energy in the

form of electromagnetic radiation.

PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY

● If an atom is exposed to electromagnetic radiation at an energy level that exceeds the various
binding energies of the electrons of that atoms, the electrons can be ejected.

○ This is called the ionization energy of that electron; measured in electron volts (eV)
■ Synonymous to binding energy (for this exam), but binding energy is usually

measured in kJ/mol or MJ/mol
○ All energy of the incoming radiation must be conserved and any of the energy that does

not go into breaking the electron free from the nucleus will be converted into kinetic
energy for the ejected electron.

■ Incoming Radiation Energy = Ionization Energy + Kinetic Energy (of ejected
electron)

■ The faster an ejected electron is going, the more kinetic energy it has.
■ Electrons that were originally further away from the nucleus require less

energy to eject, so they will be moving faster

Spectra
● Photoelectron spectra (PES) - charters the amount of ionization energy for all electrons

ejected from a nucleus
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